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Max is used to being called Stupid. And he is used to everyone being scared of him. On
account of his size and looking like his dad. Kevin is used to being called Dwarf. On
account of his size and being some cripple kid. But greatness comes in all sizes, and
together Max and Kevin become Freak The Mighty and walk high above the world. An
inspiring, heartbreaking, multi-award winning international bestseller.
When both Jasmine and her mother arrive at the park, things take an unexpected twist
as Jasmine realises 'Mum, I want to pee!' Will Jasmine make it to the toilet in time?
Should she have gone before she left?
Recounts the life and career of the inventive and controversial rock musician, and
includes information on his philosophies on art, his opinions on the music industry, and
his thoughts on raising children.
Journalist Walls grew up with parents whose ideals and stubborn nonconformity were
their curse and their salvation. Rex and Rose Mary and their four children lived like
nomads, moving among Southwest desert towns, camping in the mountains. Rex was a
charismatic, brilliant man who, when sober, captured his children's imagination,
teaching them how to embrace life fearlessly. Rose Mary painted and wrote and
couldn't stand the responsibility of providing for her family. When the money ran out,
the Walls retreated to the dismal West Virginia mining town Rex had tried to escape. As
the dysfunction escalated, the children had to fend for themselves, supporting one
another as they found the resources and will to leave home. Yet Walls describes her
parents with deep affection in this tale of unconditional love in a family that, despite its
profound flaws, gave her the fiery determination to carve out a successful life. -- From
publisher description.
From the authors of Cake and Norman the Slug comes another wacky, laugh-out-loud
picture book about a very special dance we have all had to do at some point in our
lives! Alan the Bear has a problem. A big one. He really, really needs to wee. But things
keep on getting in his way. With the help of his friends and a special dance, will Alan
make it to the toilet in time?
The #1 New York Times bestselling and Newbery Award-winning novel The One and
Only Ivan is now a major motion picture streaming on Disney+ This unforgettable novel
from renowned author Katherine Applegate celebrates the transformative power of
unexpected friendship. Inspired by the true story of a captive gorilla known as Ivan, this
illustrated book is told from the point of view of Ivan himself. Having spent twenty-seven
years behind the glass walls of his enclosure in a shopping mall, Ivan has grown
accustomed to humans watching him. He hardly ever thinks about his life in the jungle.
Instead, Ivan occupies himself with television, his friends Stella and Bob, and painting.
But when he meets Ruby, a baby elephant taken from the wild, he is forced to see their
home, and his art, through new eyes. In the tradition of timeless stories like Charlotte's
Web and Stuart Little, Katherine Applegate blends humor and poignancy to create an
unforgettable story of friendship, art, and hope. The One and Only Ivan features firstperson narrative; author's use of literary devices (personification, imagery); and story
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elements (plot, character development, perspective). This acclaimed middle grade
novel is an excellent choice for tween readers in grades 5 to 8, for independent reading,
homeschooling, and sharing in the classroom. Plus don't miss The One and Only Bob,
Katherine Applegate's return to the world of Ivan, Bob, and Ruby!
The "hilarious and poignant" story of one chronically anxious woman's yearlong quest
to seek out the adventures she's spent her life avoiding (Cheryl Strayed). For most of
her life (and even during her years as the host of a popular radio show), Courtenay
Hameister lived in a state of near-constant dread and anxiety. She fretted about
everything. Her age. Her size. Her romantic prospects. How likely it was that she would
get hit by a bus on the way home. Until a couple years ago, that is, when, in her midforties, she decided to fight back against her debilitating anxieties. She would spend a
year doing all the things that scared her -- things that the average person might
consider doing for a half second before deciding: "nope." Things like: attending a fellatio
class. She did that. She also spent an afternoon in a sensory deprivation tank, got
(legally) high in the middle of a workday, had a session with a professional cuddler,
braved twenty-eight first dates, and (perhaps scariest of all) actually met someone who
might possibly appreciate her for who she is. Refreshing, relatable, and pee-your-pants
funny, Okay Fine Whatever is Courtenay's hold-nothing-back account of her adventures
on the front lines of Mere Human Woman vs. Fear, reminding us that even the tiniest
amount of bravery is still bravery, and that no matter who you are, it's possible to fight
complacency and become bold, or at least bold-ish, a little at a time. "You guys, this
book is f*cking funny." -- Chelsea Handler
The Golden Peacock Another wonderfully imaginative story by Sigal Adler. Lovely
images and a sweet rhyming story tell the tale of a magical golden peacock who saves
the day. good for bed time or any time reading. Long, long ago and far, far away, A big
pirate ship set sail one day, It carried heavy sacks of silver and gold, And three wicked
pirates, strong and bold.

From the creator of the popular website Ask a Manager and New York’s workadvice columnist comes a witty, practical guide to 200 difficult professional
conversations—featuring all-new advice! There’s a reason Alison Green has been
called “the Dear Abby of the work world.” Ten years as a workplace-advice
columnist have taught her that people avoid awkward conversations in the office
because they simply don’t know what to say. Thankfully, Green does—and in this
incredibly helpful book, she tackles the tough discussions you may need to have
during your career. You’ll learn what to say when • coworkers push their work on
you—then take credit for it • you accidentally trash-talk someone in an email then
hit “reply all” • you’re being micromanaged—or not being managed at all • you
catch a colleague in a lie • your boss seems unhappy with your work • your
cubemate’s loud speakerphone is making you homicidal • you got drunk at the
holiday party Praise for Ask a Manager “A must-read for anyone who works . . .
[Alison Green’s] advice boils down to the idea that you should be professional
(even when others are not) and that communicating in a straightforward manner
with candor and kindness will get you far, no matter where you work.”—Booklist
(starred review) “The author’s friendly, warm, no-nonsense writing is a pleasure
to read, and her advice can be widely applied to relationships in all areas of
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readers’ lives. Ideal for anyone new to the job market or new to management, or
anyone hoping to improve their work experience.”—Library Journal (starred
review) “I am a huge fan of Alison Green’s Ask a Manager column. This book is
even better. It teaches us how to deal with many of the most vexing big and little
problems in our workplaces—and to do so with grace, confidence, and a sense of
humor.”—Robert Sutton, Stanford professor and author of The No Asshole Rule
and The Asshole Survival Guide “Ask a Manager is the ultimate playbook for
navigating the traditional workforce in a diplomatic but firm way.”—Erin Lowry,
author of Broke Millennial: Stop Scraping By and Get Your Financial Life
Together
Chris Gordon is a rookie cop in the Big Apple with an interesting sideline hunting demons.But after rescuing a beautiful girl from a demonic attack, he finds
life stranger than he ever thought possible. Vampires, werewolves, shadowy
federal agencies and a giant short-faced bear. And it's not even Halloween yet.
In a spare, powerful text and evocative illustrations, the Newbery medalist
Katherine Applegate and the artist G. Brian Karas present the extraordinary real
story of a special gorilla. Captured as a baby, Ivan was brought to a Tacoma,
Washington, mall to attract shoppers. Gradually, public pressure built until a
better way of life for Ivan was found at Zoo Atlanta. From the Congo to America,
and from a local business attraction to a national symbol of animal welfare, Ivan
the Shopping Mall Gorilla traveled an astonishing distance in miles and in impact.
This is his true story and includes photographs of Ivan in the back matter.
I was at my wit's end. I'd had enough of this job, this life, and my relationship had
broken up. Should I eat chocolate, or go to India, or fall in love? Then I had a
revelation: Why not do all three, in that order? And so it was that I embarked on a
journey that was segmented into three parts and was then made into a major
motion picture. Later, I woke up on an airplane with a hole in my face and a really
bad hangover. I was ushered brusquely off the plane by my parents who took me
to a rehab where I tested positive for coke, classic coke, special k (the drug),
Special K (the cereal), mushrooms, pepperoni, and Restless Leg Syndrome. It
was there that I first began painting with my feet. But rewind...the year was 1914.
I was just a young German soldier serving in the trenches while simultaneously
trying to destroy an evil ring with some help from an elf, a troll, and a giant
sorcerer, all while cooking every recipe out of a Julia Child cookbook. What I'm
trying to say is that there was a secret code hidden in a painting and I was
looking for it with this girl who had a tattoo of a dragon! Let me clarify, it was the
1930s and a bunch of us were migrating out of Oklahoma, and I was this teenage
wizard/CIA operative, okay? And, um then I floated off into the meta-verse as a
ball of invisible energy that had no outer edge... Ugh, okay. None of this is true.
I'm just kind of a normal guy from New Jersey who moved to New York, got into
comedy, wrote this book about trying to write this book, and then moved to
Alaska, became the mayor of a small town, spent $30,000 on underwear, and
now I'm going to rule the world!!!
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This poignant coming-of-age story is set against the verdant landscape and sultry
atmosphere of the Florida Keys Ben Floyd has a lot on his mind. In only eighteen
months he will be old enough to get a learner’s permit to drive, but that seems a
lifetime away. Ben enjoys the close-knit group of friends in his small
neighborhood, but lately he has been longing for a taste of adventure. Keeping
an eye on his younger brother Cody is getting to be a big responsibility. And he is
confused by complicated feelings he has for his lifelong friend, Cass. An
unexpected turn of events finds the Floyd family in the Florida Keys over
Christmas vacation and offers Ben a welcome opportunity to escape the
neighborhood routine. Here he meets Mica, an independent, strong-willed girl
who lives a nomadic life aboard a boat with her marine biologist father. Mica
teaches Ben and Cody to fish, sail, and snorkel, and together they explore the
interior canals and coastal waterways. But Ben soon realizes that adventure
sometimes brings danger, and that at the center of Mica’s seemingly charmed
life lies a mysterious loneliness. Young readers will relate to Ben’s conflicting
feelings and growing restlessness as they experience this realistic, thoughtful,
and sometimes humorous portrait of adolescence by award-winning author
Adrian Fogelin.
For many parents, curling up with a book for a bedtime story with their kid is a
daily ritual. For others, it is the perfect time to spend time with their children after
a busy day, and for some, it is something they should do but are not entirely sure
why. Discover these benefits of bedtime stories for kids.
Oops! I Wet My PantsChildren Bedtime Story Picture Book
In this hilarious tale of blame, compassion, and forgiveness, a very embarrassed
bear is reminded that accidents can happen--but with the support of good friends,
life goes on. Reuben the bear's got donuts for everyone in his scout troop, but his
friends are all staring at something else: there's a wet spot on Reuben's pants,
and it's in a specific area. "WHO WET MY PANTS?" he shouts, and a blame
game starts. His buddies try to reassure him there was no crime. Just an
accident. It could happen to anyone! But as all the clues begin to point in
Reuben's own direction as the culprit, Reuben must come to terms with the truth.
Who Wet My Pants? isn't a potty-training book. It's a witty and wise story about
embarrassment and anger, empathy and acceptance, and
ultimately...forgiveness.
The critically acclaimed, award-winning, modern classic Speak is now a stunning graphic
novel. "Speak up for yourself—we want to know what you have to say." From the first moment
of her freshman year at Merryweather High, Melinda knows this is a big fat lie, part of the
nonsense of high school. She is friendless—an outcast—because she busted an end-of-summer
party by calling the cops, so now nobody will talk to her, let alone listen to her. Through her
work on an art project, she is finally able to face what really happened that night: She was
raped by an upperclassman, a guy who still attends Merryweather and is still a threat to her.
With powerful illustrations by Emily Carroll, Laurie Halse Anderson's Speak: The Graphic Novel
comes alive for new audiences and fans of the classic novel. This title has Common Core
connections.
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Young, arrogant tycoon Earl Grey seduces the naïve coed Anna Steal with his overpowering
good looks and staggering amounts of money, but will she be able to get past his fifty shames,
including shopping at Walmart on Saturdays, bondage with handcuffs, and his love of BDSM
(Bards, Dragons, Sorcery, and Magick)? Or will his dark secrets and constant smirking drive
her over the edge?
In Me Own Words: The Autobiography of Bigfoot hilariously recasts North America's favorite
crypto-zoological homonid as the modern day everyman. Learn of the hairy one's brave
struggles with eating disorders, casual cannibalism, pop culture, and philisophical quandaries.
In this crazed mutant graphic novel, Graham Roumieu gives us a portrait of the artist as a
young ape that will leave the reader howling with laughter.
The #1 New York Times bestselling (mostly true) memoir from the hilarious author of Furiously
Happy. “Gaspingly funny and wonderfully inappropriate.”—O, The Oprah Magazine When
Jenny Lawson was little, all she ever wanted was to fit in. That dream was cut short by her
fantastically unbalanced father and a morbidly eccentric childhood. It did, however, open up an
opportunity for Lawson to find the humor in the strange shame-spiral that is her life, and we are
all the better for it. In the irreverent Let’s Pretend This Never Happened, Lawson’s longsuffering husband and sweet daughter help her uncover the surprising discovery that the most
terribly human moments—the ones we want to pretend never happened—are the very same
moments that make us the people we are today. For every intellectual misfit who thought they
were the only ones to think the things that Lawson dares to say out loud, this is a poignant and
hysterical look at the dark, disturbing, yet wonderful moments of our lives. Readers Guide
Inside
Aren’t babies precious? So is sleep. Your baby is capable of sleeping through the night and
this book will show you how. A whip smart and entertaining guide that focuses on WHY babies
sleep the way they do, this book arms you with evidence-based and flexible tools that work for
every unique situation so that you can teach your baby how to sleep well. This book will help
you tackle the thorniest sleep snags, including: > Navigating the tricky newborn phase like a
pro > Getting your child to truly sleep through the night > Weaning off the all-night buffet >
Mastering the precarious tango that is healthy napping > Solving toddler and preschooler sleep
struggles Sleep expert Alexis Dubief, of the wildly popular website, podcast, and group
Precious Little Sleep, imparts effective, accessible, and flexible strategies based on years of
research that will dramatically improve your child’s sleep. You’ll love the practical solutions
and the way she presents them. And it works! Buy it now.
A collection of never-before-seen humor pieces—essays, satire, short stories, poetry, cartoons,
artwork, and more—from more than 150 of the biggest female comedians today, curated by
Amy Solomon, a producer of the hit HBO shows Silicon Valley and Barry. With contributions
from: Lolly Adefope • Maria Bamford • Aisling Bea • Lake Bell • Rachel Bloom • Rhea Butcher
• Nicole Byer • D’Arcy Carden • Aya Cash • Karen Chee • Margaret Cho • Mary H.K. Choi •
Amanda Crew • Rachel Dratch • Beanie Feldstein • Jo Firestone • Briga Heelan • Samantha
Irby • Emily V. Gordon • Patti Harrison • Mary Holland • Jen Kirkman • Lauren Lapkus • Riki
Lindhome • Kate Micucci • Natalie Morales • Aparna Nancherla • Yvonne Orji • Lennon
Parham • Chelsea Peretti • Alexandra Petri • Natasha Rothwell • Amber Ruffin • Andrea
Savage • Kristen Schaal • Megan Stalter • Beth Stelling • Cecily Strong • Sunita Mani •
Geraldine Viswanathan • Michaela Watkins • Mo Welch • Sasheer Zamata • and many more.
More than four decades ago, the groundbreaking book Titters: The First Collection of Humor
by Women showcased the work of some of the leading female comedians of the 1970s like
Gilda Radner, Candice Bergen, and Phyllis Diller. The book became an essential time capsule
of an era, the first of its kind, that opened doors for many more funny women to smash the
comedy glass-ceiling. Today, brilliant women continue to push the boundaries of just how
funny—and edgy—they can be in a field that has long been dominated by men. In Notes from the
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Bathroom Line, Amy Solomon brings together all-new material from some of the funniest
women in show business today—award-winning writers, stand-up comedians, actresses,
cartoonists, and more. Notes from the Bathroom Line proves there are no limits to how funny,
bad-ass, and revolutionary women can—and continue—to be.
In response to a recent surge of interest in Native American history, culture, and lore,
Hippocrene brings you a concise and straightforward dictionary of the Navajo tongue. The
dictionary is designed to aid Navajos learning English as well as English speakers interested in
acquiring knowledge of Navajo. The largest of all the Native American tribes, the Navajo
number about 125,000 and live mostly on reservations in Arizona, New Mexico, and Utah.
Over 9,000 entries; A detailed section on Navajo pronunciation; A comprehensive, modern
vocabulary; Useful, everyday expressions.
A withdrawn adolescent boy's initiation into the occult draws him ever deeper into the bizarre
world of witchcraft, voodoo, and satanism until, at age sixteen, he commits suicide.

SCREWED is standalone romantic comedy by New York Times, Wall Street
Journal, and USA Today bestselling author Kendall Ryan.
Big Bad Bacteria Song: "Your brush won't let me reach my goal, I want to dig and
drill a hole, I know it hurts you, I don't care, Please stop now, it's just not fair!" An
educational book written and illustrated in a fun way Teaching kids that brushing
their Teeth's Is really healthy for them. *** Beginner Books - encourage children
to read by themselves, with simple words and Beautiful illustrations.(This is a
book with - values of hygiene for kids, easy to read, (for ages 2-6) The story
teaches children to maintain hygiene and brush their teeth - a good book before
visiting a dentist, Bestseller books hygiene for children, Recommended age 2-6,
easy to read (funny story before bed)* How to improve self-confidence* How to
boost self-esteem book**Bedtime kids books 2-6**picture books for kids**Selfesteem Children's Books**picture books for children 2-6****Bedtime Stories for
Early Readers**hygiene children books**self confidence children books**self help
picture books for children**self esteem children books**funny books for
children**Bestseller hygiene Children**Picture Books in Kids
Collection****Bedtime Stories for Early Readers**top free kids books**
(2014)**Rhymes story and Poetry for kids **Teach your child to brush his
teeth****Teach the Children Values & Morals**funny bedtime books**Children's
Personal Hygiene Books** bedtime reading collection**kids books**easy to read
*Best Sellers in Children's Personal Hygiene Books*Picture Books in Kids
Collection** Best Sellers in Children's Personal Hygiene Books** brush your teeth
book**dentist books for children**dental hygiene kids **free gift** **hygiene kids
books** self hygiene children 2-6**funny bedtime story**
A group of monsters visits the pumpkin patch to pick out a perfect pumpkin for a
Halloween jack-o-lantern.
Oops i wet my pants *********************** If you feel you need to go even while
you play, Go straight to the bathroom without any delay."
Imagine a young boy who has never had a loving home. His only possesions are
the old, torn clothes he carries in a paper bag. The only world he knows is one of
isolation and fear. Although others had rescued this boy from his abusive
alcoholic mother, his real hurt is just begining -- he has no place to call home.
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This is Dave Pelzer's long-awaited sequel to A Child Called "It". In The Lost Boy,
he answers questions and reveals new adventures through the compelling story
of his life as an adolescent. Now considered an F-Child (Foster Child), Dave is
moved in and out of five different homes. He suffers shame and experiences
resentment from those who feel that all foster kids are trouble and unworthy of
being loved just because they are not part of a "real" family. Tears, laughter,
devastation and hope create the journey of this little lost boy who searches
desperately for just one thing -- the love of a family.
The beloved bestseller from Newbery Medalist and National Book Award winner
Louis Sachar (Holes), with a brand-new cover! “Give me a dollar or I’ll spit on
you.” That’s Bradley Chalkers for you. He’s the oldest kid in the fifth grade. He
tells enormous lies. He picks fights with girls, and the teachers say he has
serious behavior problems. No one likes him—except Carla, the new school
counselor. She thinks Bradley is sensitive and generous, and she even enjoys
his far-fetched stories. Carla knows that Bradley could change, if only he weren’t
afraid to try. But when you feel like the most hated kid in the whole school,
believing in yourself can be the hardest thing in the world. . . .
Anna and the French Kiss meets 13 Little Blue Envelopes in New York Times
bestselling author Sarah Mlynowski's latest teen novel. I see London, I see
France...I see Sydney’s underpants. Nineteen-year-old Sydney has the perfect
summer mapped out. She’s spending the next four and a half weeks travelling
through Europe with her childhood best friend Leela. Their plans include Eiffel
Tower selfies, eating cocco gelato, and making out with très hot strangers. Her
plans do not include Leela’s cheating ex-boyfriend showing up on the flight to
London, falling for the cheating ex-boyfriend’s très hot friend, monitoring her
mother’s spiraling mental health via texts, or feeling like the rope in a friendship
tug of war. In this hilarious and unforgettable adventure, New York Times
bestselling author Sarah Mlynowski tells the story of a girl learning to navigate
secret romances, thorny relationships, and the London Tube. As Sydney zigzags
through Amsterdam, Switzerland, Italy, and France, she must learn when to hold
on, when to keep moving, and when to jump into the Riviera...wearing only her
polka dot underpants.
Stop changing diapers?start potting your baby. Over half the world's children are
potty trained by one year old, yet the average potty training age in the United
States is currently three years old. This leaves parents wondering: What did
people do before diapers? and How do I help my own baby out of diapers
sooner?Elimination Communication, also known as EC, is the natural alternative
to full-time diapers and conventional toilet training. Although human babies have
been pottied from birth for all human history, we've modernized the technique to
work in today's busy world.Go Diaper Free shows parents of 0-18 month babies,
step-by-step, how to do EC with confidence, whether full time or part time, with
diapers or without. "Diaper-free" doesn't mean a naked baby making a mess
everywhere - it actually means free from dependence upon diapers. With this
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book, new parents can avoid years of messy diapers, potty training struggles,
diaper rash, and unexplained fussiness. Also helpful for those considering EC, in
the middle of a potty pause, or confused about how to begin.This 6th edition
includes a new section on The Dream Pee, a full text and graphic revision, more
photos of EC in action, and a complete list of further resources.MULTIMEDIA
EDITION: includes the book and access to private video library, helpful
downloads, additional troubleshooting, and our private online support group run
by our Certified Coaches. For less than the cost of a case of diapers, you can
learn EC hands-on, the way it's meant to be learned.
Considered by many to be mentally retarded, a brilliant, impatient fifth-grader with
cerebral palsy discovers a technological device that will allow her to speak for the first
time.
In the explosive finale to the epic romantic saga, Bella has one final choice to make.
Should she stay mortal and strengthen her connection to the werewolves, or leave it all
behind to become a vampire? When you loved the one who was killing you, it left you
no options. How could you run, how could you fight, when doing so would hurt that
beloved one? If your life was all you had to give, how could you not give it? If it was
someone you truly loved? To be irrevocably in love with a vampire is both fantasy and
nightmare woven into a dangerously heightened reality for Bella Swan. Pulled in one
direction by her intense passion for Edward Cullen, and in another by her profound
connection to werewolf Jacob Black, a tumultuous year of temptation, loss, and strife
have led her to the ultimate turning point. Her imminent choice to either join the dark but
seductive world of immortals or to pursue a fully human life has become the thread from
which the fates of two tribes hangs. This astonishing, breathlessly anticipated
conclusion to the Twilight Saga illuminates the secrets and mysteries of this
spellbinding romantic epic. It's here! #1 bestselling author Stephenie Meyer makes a
triumphant return to the world of Twilight with the highly anticipated companion,
Midnight Sun: the iconic love story of Bella and Edward told from the vampire's point of
view. "People do not want to just read Meyer's books; they want to climb inside them
and live there." -- Time "A literary phenomenon." -- The New York Times
Raising My Rainbow is Lori Duron’s frank, heartfelt, and brutally funny account of her
and her family's adventures of distress and happiness raising a gender-creative son.
Whereas her older son, Chase, is a Lego-loving, sports-playing boy's boy, Lori's
younger son, C.J., would much rather twirl around in a pink sparkly tutu, with a Disney
Princess in each hand while singing Lady Gaga's "Paparazzi." C.J. is gender variant or
gender nonconforming, whichever you prefer. Whatever the term, Lori has a boy who
likes girl stuff—really likes girl stuff. He floats on the gender-variation spectrum from
super-macho-masculine on the left all the way to super-girly-feminine on the right. He's
not all pink and not all blue. He's a muddled mess or a rainbow creation. Lori and her
family choose to see the rainbow. Written in Lori's uniquely witty and warm voice and
launched by her incredibly popular blog of the same name, Raising My Rainbow is the
unforgettable story of her wonderful family as they navigate the often challenging but
never dull privilege of raising a slightly effeminate, possibly gay, totally fabulous son.
Now with Extra Libris material, including a reader’s guide and bonus content
“Straight up, parent tested, and funny to boot, Jamie gives you all the information you
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need.” —Amber Dusick, author of Parenting: Illustrated with Crappy Pictures A proven
six-step plan to help you toilet train your preschooler quickly and successfully, from
potty-training expert, Pied Piper of Poop, and social worker Jamie Glowacki. Worried
about potty training? Let Jamie Glowacki, potty-training expert, show you how it’s
done. Her 6-step, proven process to get your toddler out of diapers and onto the toilet
has already worked for tens of thousands of kids and their parents. Here’s the good
news: your child is probably ready to be potty trained EARLIER than you think (ideally,
between 20–30 months), and it can be done FASTER than you expect (most kids get
the basics in a few days—but Jamie’s got you covered even if it takes a little longer). If
you’ve ever said to yourself: ** How do I know if my kid is ready? ** Why won’t my
child poop in the potty? ** How do I avoid “potty power struggles”? ** How can I get
their daycare provider on board? ** My kid was doing so well—why is he regressing? **
And what about nighttime?! Oh Crap! Potty Training can solve all of these (and other)
common issues. This isn’t theory, you’re not bribing with candy, and there are no
gimmicks. This is real-world, from-the-trenches potty training information—all the
questions and all the ANSWERS you need to do it once and be done with diapers for
good.
In this hilariously instructive follow-up to Lisa Wheeler and Caldecott Honor–winning
illustrator Molly Idle’s People Don’t Bite People, this cheeky and charming picture
book reminds little ones that sharing is caring. Learning good behavior has never been
so fun! It’s good to share a blanket. It’s nice to share some fries. It’s great to share
your crayons BEFORE somebody cries. Yes… People share with people! It’s not that
hard to do. So if you’d like to cozy up… I’ll SHARE this book with you!
Potty training is over a long time ago, so why doesn't a big kid know when to go? Enjoy
this fun rhyming tale of a kid who pees himself. Hear from kids who had little accidents
and what helped them to stop. A must read for anyone who ever said, Oh No! I peed
myself
In Run Like a Mother, authors Dimity McDowell and Sarah Bowen Shea offer both
inspirational advice and practical strategies to help multitasking women make running
part of their busy lives. McDowell and Shea understand the various external and
internal forces in everyday life that can unintentionally keep a wife--mother--working
woman from lacing up her shoes and going for a run. Because the authors are
multihyphenates themselves, Run Like a Mother is driven by their own running
expertise and real-world experience in ensuring that running is part of their lives. More
than a book, Run Like a Mother is essentially a down-to-earth, encouraging
conversation with the reader on all things running, with the overall goal of strengthening
a woman's inner athlete. Of course, real achievement is a healthy mix of inspiration and
perspiration, which is why the authors have grounded Run Like a Mother in a host of
practical tips on shoes, training, racing, nutrition, and injuries, all designed to help
women balance running with their professional and personal lives.
Join Polly on her wild adventure of chanting and learning how to pee pee in the potty.
Will she get to wear her big girl underwear?
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